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ABOUT
COMPANY

CONNECT

AlmaBay is an innovative Ed-Tech company founded 
by IIM Ahmedabad and IIT alumni, to help educational 
institutions and students achieve their academic and 
career goals more effectively. AlmaBay leverages 
technologies like AI and machine learning to 
seamlessly integrate key function like academics, 
alumni, placements, and career guidance, allowing all 
the stakeholders to achieve their peak potential. 
AlmaBay is one of the few companies across the globe 
to integrate in-house IT software and hardware 
technologies for educational institutes at all levels.

We help all the key stakeholders in the education 
ecosystem (institutes, students, alumni, teachers and 
recruiters) to connect seamlessly and collectively 
achieve their personal and professional goals.

ENGAGE
Our AI-Powered and machine learning-based platform 
helps all stakeholders to engage each other 
meaningfully and contribute to each other goals.

We provide support and share resources and 
opportunities in order to facilitate Evolution to the next 
level for all the stakeholders involved. While the 
Institute evolves in the areas of admissions, 
placements, branding, global presence, etc., students 
gain through the guidance, mentors, and opportunities 
from the veteran alumni of the industry.

EVOLVE
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ABOUT

THE TEAM
Founders of Almabay come with decades of experience in successfully managing top higher educational 

institutes and schools. Having been on another side of the table, we deeply understand the challenges faced by 
Edu leaders in today's complex and post - covid environment. With pedigree from top institutes like IIM 

Ahmedabad and IIT, we bring the best problem-solving skills and connect with top minds across the industry to 
help students and educational institutes achieve career and placement goals.
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OUR KEY

OFFRINGS

ALUMNI MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- Connecting alumni and student
- Raising funds
- Organizational brand building

PLACEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- Enhanced placements
- Performance analysis at all levels
- Seamless placement process

CAMPUS ERP SYSTEM
- Seamless integration across functions
- Modular and customizable approach
- Cost effective deployment

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
- Hybrid learning and evaluation
- Course mapping
- Performance analysis

CAREER COUNSELING
- Enhanced student performance
- Better career choices
- Technology for scalability

SMART CLASSROOM SOLUTION
- IFPDs, video conferencing and online learning        
   hardware
- Language labs
- Personalized learning tabs

Our comprehensive, 360° offerings cover  every aspect of education management to build institutes  of 
excellence, where all achieve their personal and professional goals  
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AlmaBay makes it very easy for educational institutes to 
connect with alumni / students and help build powerful  
communities  arround their 
institute. AlmaBay provides state of the art social and 
professional networking  platform for alumni  and students to 
contribute  in each others  success. 
Alumni can contribute funds and resources towards 
infrastructure creation in the campus. We create world-class 
and aesthetically pleasing memorabilia for the alumni, thus 
serving the twin purposes of brand building and revenue 
generation for the institute.

Tracking and encouraging alumni to share job opportunities 
in their respective organizations with current students.

Engage alumni to share their personal and professional 
experiences with current students, connect with their past 
teachers and organized meetups.

ALUMNI MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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Department and course-wise mapping 
of students.

Verified Data of 
academic/non-academic achievement of 

Convenient way for capturing 
information regarding location, work 
higher education area of expertise and 

Help you maintain registry of companies 
and HRs visiting campus.

Alumni can make contributions as 
mentors to current students, offering 
internships and jobs to the current 

INSTITUTES
Networking on a personal and 
professional level with fellow and senior 
alumni.

Student can choose their mentor from 
alumni as per their choice.

Student will get updates on current 
internships and jobs.

Privilege card 

Institute memorabilia

Career support

Campus events 

STUDENT / ALUMNI
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Our world-class SMART placement management 
system makes the placement process hassle-free 
for all stakeholders, including the institute, 
placement office, students as well as recruiters 
(HR). Team AlmaBay adds to the managerial and 
secretarial bandwidth of the institute by providing 
consulting and a back-end virtual office team for 
day-to-day management of the placement and 
alumni office. We support placement with a 
multi-pronged strategy:

Automate placement process

Better recruiter experience and retention

Cost effective and more efficient placement department

Effective communication between stakeholders

PLACEMENT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM

World class employability training content 
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More efficient placement 
department

Seamless placement process

Better recruiter retention

Placement analysis

Student management 
system

Companies management 
system

Drive management system

Interview preparation

Enhanced placement 
opportunities

Regular training & self 
development programs

CV builder

Communication with 
institutes

Best companies listed

Career support

Digitized & automated 
placement process

Online selection process

Interview video

Job posting

Hiring better match 
candidates

Communication with 
institutes

INSTITUTES STUDENTS RECRUITERS
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We have made things easier for universities to manage 
student enrollment, admissions, fees collection, conducting 
examinations, etc. Cloud based university management 
system software manages all activities of the university 
efficiently and precisely

Seamless management of all In-house activities

Monitoring & accurate information analysis

Offline & online examination management

User-friendly solution for ease of navigation

CAMPUS ERP SYSTEM

Role-based login access for data security

Reduction of manpower and cost savings
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Centralized admission

Fees collection

Learning management 
system

University examination

Placement management

Academic management

Time-table/attendance

HR & payroll management

Mobile apps

Library management

Biometric attendance

Financial management 
software

Leave management

Appraisal management

Purchase, store & inventory

General administration

Hostel management

Library management

Transport  management

Online assessment

Accreditation & ranking 
framework

STUDENTS FACULTY CAMPUS
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Our Learning Management System (LMS) is a platform that 
helps instructors manage and organize educational 
materials online and conduct virtual courses. Learning 
management systems help streamline the learning process 
by providing a central location for accessing material online 
and developing content. 
Our LMS software benefits administrators, teachers, and 
students. Teachers can access and upload customise 
course material. Our LMS platforms also allow instructors 
and administrators to track student progress on an 
individual basis and at the aggregate level. This software 
also helps minimize the use of paper materials and supports 
remote learning.

Analytics offer unique insights

Provide unlimited access

Easy to customise and update

LEARNING MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS
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Easy to customise and update

Reduce training cost

Unique insight over analytics

Centralised pool of information

Easy access To e-learning content

Easy implementation

Tracks Students’ learning paths

Savings of time and money

INSTITUTES STUDENTS

Personalized learning pathways

Allows greater flexibility

Analytics offer unique insights

Provide unlimited access

Tracking learner’s progress

Reduces training cost

Easy to customise and update
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Switch to Great program focuses on developing positive 
habits in the students, so that they set time bound goal 
posts which take them towards achieving their professional 
and personal goals. They learn the benefit of regimented 
documentation and objective analysis of your daily, 
monthly and quarterly goals, misses and successes is key 
to sustained progress and motivation. What differentiate 
this program is that rather than just giving philosophy, it 
contains workable methods to achieve your true potential.

Accurate career mapping and stream selection

Comprehensive and insightful analysis

Customized counselling and goal setting

CAREER COUNSELLING

Continuous mentoring and coaching

Career library and knowledge bank

Update on scholarships and key exams

Switch
To Great
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Mentoring with career experts report 

Comprehensive career report

Motivational talks on campus jobs

Personal development

Scholarship support

Application support

Tracks students’ learning paths

Savings of time and money

STUDENTS INSTITUTIONS

Be part of exclusive institutes with in 
house career development and 
mentoring center

Entrepreneurship development center

Get nominated and invited to events and 
awards for educationists

Faculty workshops

International exchange programs
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AlmaBay  provide our  a vast range of Hardware and Software solutions 
like Interactive digital panels, digital teaching devices, Video 
Conferencing Solution, Video walls, digital podiums, Alumni 
Engagement Solutions, Digital signage solutions, Archives & VR 
solutions for classroom, corporate and government uses.
We are focused on serving our nation by making world class 
technology products in India and offering them to the world. Our state 
of the art manufacturing and research facilities in collaboration with 
top Ed-tech companies across the globe make products which make 
education and learning more effective. With vision to make India a 
technology and knowledge hub, we work tirelessly towards excellence.

Intense collaboration in classroom

High degree of attention

Modernized educational system model

SMART CAMPUS SOLUTIONS

Better flexibility of classroom schedules

Entertaining and interactive learning process
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Alma bays Video conferencing cameras allow multiple people to meet and collaborate face to face long 
distances by transmitting audio, video, text and presentations in real time through the internet. We are provide 
the Video Conferencing Cameras for every field like Corporate, Education, Health, Training and Streaming. Our 
core competency lies in a deep understanding of the industry user needs. To fulfill the needs of the A/V industry, 
we deliver the USB/HDMI/SDI based up to 4K UHD PTZ video conference cameras. We have the latest range of 
Conference room cameras in one Video Bar, a Video conferencing camera system, a portable camera and 
speakerphones. Our best in Class Video Conferencing Cameras are Compatible with the majority of cloud 
based videoconferencing software (UVC 1.0 protocol standard).

WHAT IS A  VIDEO CONFERENCING CAMERA ? 

Educational Institutes, Govt. Office, Remote location collaborations, distant learning and training centers, Conference rooms, Command and Control centers etc.

APPLICATIONS

ALMABAY 
VIDEO 
CONFERENCING
CAMERAS 
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Podium/Electric Lectern is a single unit cabinet made of Vandal resistant strong 1.6mm CRCA steel coated with 
polymer powder coating. It has screw enclosures to provide complete security and Lockable enclosures 
openable with a single key for the top slider to cover both side openings, Visualizer drawer, keyboard tray, front 
door, and back maintenance door. It has slide enabled top cover to protect the display monitor, a centralized 
multimedia controller, a motorized tilt control switch, and a MAIN ON/OFF switch. It should have dedicated 
adjustable racks for mounting/stacking devices like PC, Amplifiers, and microphones. It has provision for putting 
LOGO/Monogram of organization. 

WHAT IS A ELECTROMAGNETIC DIGITAL PODIUM ? 

Educational Institutes, Govt. Office, Remote location collaborations, distant learning and training centers, Conference rooms, Command and Control centers etc.

APPLICATIONS

ALMABAY 
DIGITAL PODIUM 
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Almabays Interactive panel is a Powerful touch monitor; it is a versatile tool that can revolutionize display, 
Interaction, Learning and Transmission of Knowledge. It allows a perfect view for interactive 
presentations/teaching that is easy to use. All Our Panels come in True UHD / 4K resolution, Modern design, 
Metal frame, Rounded corners and Multiple Input/Output Ports. Built-in Android Player to surf the web and use 
any app; it is also has OPS / PC Slot for Pc based applications. All our panels are loaded with the most 
powerful Interactive annotation and learning software to make Teaching, Training, Presentations and Learning 
effective and simpler.

WHAT IS AN INTERACTIVE  FLAT PANEL DISPLAY ? 

Educational Institutes, Govt. Office, Remote location collaborations, distant learning and training centers, Conference rooms, Command and Control centers etc.

APPLICATIONS

ALMABAY 
INTERACTIVE 
FLAT PANEL 
DISPLAY
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Almabays conference speakerphone is professionally designed to work with video conference systems; It provide a perfect 
and cost- effective audio endpoint solution to your video conferences. Features Like Full band frequency response and 
advanced crystal-sound audio processing technologies deliver remarkably rich full audio for natural, effortless 
conversations. It is powerful alternative to replace PCs and mobile phones,  speakers and microphones with outstanding 
audio quality. It is easy to connect to your PC or laptop via USB and Mobile phone via phone cable. It gives best in class sound 
experience to both host and remote participants. It has USB power consumption for one amp max and works with an 
ultra-low power supply with no worry of drawing too much power from your PC or video conference system.

WHAT IS A SPEAKERPHONE ?

Educational Institutes, Govt. Office, Remote location collaborations, distant learning and training centers, Conference rooms, Command and Control centers etc.

APPLICATIONS

ALMABAY 
SPEAKER PHONE

360-degree voice recognition.High-fidelity clear stereo speaker USB, 
AUX, and optional wireless 

Suitable for all types of USB 
video conferencing cameras.

KEY FEATURES

Circular omnidirectional microphone. Echo cancellation.

3 Mic. array

10-meter voice pickup.Plug and play
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THANK YOU
Contact AlmaBay

Brought to you by:

Vishal Sood 
+91 98729 67891
vishal@almabay.com
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Make in India and
Startup Registered Company :


